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1. Introduction
Intelligible pronunciation is a key ingredient for efficient communication. Without it, problems 
can occur. There are many differences between the phonology of English and Japanese （Thompson, 
2011). By analysing a recorded dialogue between two Japanese English learners, I aim to uncover 
some important differences between them, address areas where problems in communication may 
occur, and suggest approaches to improve the learner’s English phonology. This paper begins with a 
brief background of English learning in Japan and the profile of the two English learners who 
produced the recording. After that, I analyse the recording - focusing on segmental and 
suprasegmental features of English. Finally, I look at the pedagogical implications of the findings 
for English learners.
2. Background
Japan’s interest in oral English dates back to the Meiji period （1868-1912） （McConnell, 2000, p. 
22). Although other languages are taught in Japan, English is a popular second language （Toi, 
2013). Currently, English is taught from elementary school to high school level and is a compulsory 
subject for first-year university students （MEXT, 2011). In business, some Japanese companies 
with operations abroad use English as the official language in the workplace （The Japan Times, 
2015). In short, Japan appears serious about English.
3. Profile of the participants & recording process
The participants are two female, first-year, Japanese, university students. Both have studied 
English since aged ten, but unlike other students, neither of them attended a private, after-school 
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English class and neither has had much contact with native speakers （NS） outside a classroom 
setting. They were selected because they stated that they enjoy English, and based on my 
experience, I thought they would represent the average English level of students graduating from 
the state education system. The learners were asked to read through a dialogue silently before the 
recording started. No other instructions were given to the students, and no pronunciation teaching 
was provided. The source of the dialogue used to gather the data is the University of Leicester’s 
Applied Linguistics and TESOL programme （Appendix A).
4. Analysis of the recording
My initial impression of the recording was that both learners were intelligible. However, my 
impression is undoubtedly affected by my familiarity with the dialogue and my experience listening 
to Japanese English learners throughout my career （Hsieh, 2011).
Appendix A shows the dialogue and a phonemic transcription based on received pronunciation 
（RP). There are two reasons why I chose to base my transcription on RP. Firstly, it is one of the 
models upon which English is taught in Japan, the other being general American （GA） （Uchida 
and Sugimoto, 2020), and secondly, it is the model upon which I teach English in Japan. In the 
following section, I analyse the segmental features of the dialogue - vowels and consonants.
5. Segmental features 
Acquiring a second language （L2） requires knowledge of and ability to produce sounds that are 
not present in the first language （L1). This section analyses the dialogue looking at the segmental 
features.
5.1 Vowels
Vowels are produced by expelled air from the lungs passing between the main articulators of the 
lips, tongue and jaw （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 61）. The articulators play an important role in the 
formation of different vowels depending on their shape and position. The lips can be spread （wide), 
neutral, or rounded; the jaw can be closed or open; the tongue can occupy various positions in the 
mouth - front, central, back, low, mid, high; and the velum （soft palate） can be raised or lowered 
（Kelly, 2012, pp. 29-46). 
There are 20 vowels in English, 12 pure vowels and 8 diphthongs （Kelly, 2012, p. 29). In 
contrast, Japanese only has 5 vowels: two front vowels - /i/ and /e/; one central vowel - /a/; and two 
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back vowels - /u/ and /o/. Although there are ‘no meaningful voiced / voiceless contrasts’ within 
English vowels （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 61）, a distinction is made between ‘tense’ and ‘lax’ 
vowels, with the former requiring more muscular effort than the latter for production. In Japanese, 
however, there is no differentiation between tense and lax vowels, and as such, English vowels such 
as /i:/ and /ɪ/ are perceived to be the same （Vance, 1987）.
5.1.1 /ʊ/ and /w/
In line 2 and 3 of the recording, student B and A respectively pronounce ‘well’ as /ʊel/ instead of 
/wel/. /w/ is a bilabial approximant, achieved with rounded lips, whereas /ʊ/ is described as a back 
open vowel （Rogerson-Revell, 2017). In line 5, student A makes the same error when she 
pronounces ‘what’ as /ʊot/. Interestingly, although student B has other words beginning with the 
phoneme /w/, she pronounces them as /w/ instead of /ʊ/ e.g. /wɒz/, /wɒt/ and /wi:/ in line 4. The 
first error she made might have been due to the influence of student A, who said the word ‘well’ 
first. The sounding of /ʊ/ or /ɰ/ instead of /w/ is one of the characteristics sometimes noticed 
amongst Japanese English speakers, as the bilabial approximate /w/ does not exist in Japanese 
phonology （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 282).  
5.1.2 /æ/ instead of /ə/
Schwa /ə/is the most frequently occurring vowel in English （Kelly, 2012, p.68）. It is ‘a central, 
half-open vowel…with lips neutral and can occur in initial, medial and final position in the syllable’ 
（Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 72). Schwa does not exist in the Japanese vowel system, and can be 
difficult for non-native speakers （NNS） to produce （Kondo, 2009). In the recording there are many 
instances where both students use /æ/ instead of /ə/. These errors seem typical of their level of 
English and the lack of contact and experiences they have had with NSs. Examples include: ‘apart’ 
as /æˈpa:t/ instead of /əˈpa:ʔ/ （line 2); ‘about’ as /æˈbaʊt/ instead of /əˈbaʊʔ/ （line 5); ‘and’ as /æn/ 
instead of /ən/ （line 6).
5.1.3 Epenthesis
Although the syllable is an aspect of suprasegmental phonology, it shall be discussed here to 
describe vowel insertion. In English, words are divided into syllables, whereas in Japanese, words 
are divided into morae （Tsujimura, 2007, pp. 58-61). Tsujimura （2007, p.58） uses the word 
‘London’ to illustrate the difference. A NS would divide ‘London’ into two syllables, Lon-don, 
however, a Japanese learner would divide it into four, lo-n-do-n. This is important because Japanese 
uses a V, CVV, or CVCV （V=vowel, C=consonant） mora structure, which is different to the 
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common English syllable structure of CVC （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 118）. English learners 
tend to add vowels to consonants so that the sound conforms with the phonological rules typical of 
their L1. Examples of this are observed throughout the recording e.g. in line 1, student A 
pronounces ‘trip’ as /tɒrɪp/ instead of /trɪp/, in line 2, student B pronounces ‘train’ as /tɒreɪn/ instead 
of /treɪn/. The addition of /ɒ/ in both instances breaks up the CCVC pattern, creating CVCVC 
which conforms to the structure of Japanese more. Other examples of vowel insertion, though faint, 
include the addition of /ɒ/ to the words ‘it’ and ‘should’ in line 4 creating /ɪtɒ/ and /ʃʊdɒ/ 
respectively. This word-final addition of vowels ‘rounds off final consonants’ and is a difficult habit 
to lose （Thompson, 2011, p. 298).
5.1.4 Loan words
English words that are borrowed into Japanese are made to fit the sounds that exist in Japanese 
（Tsujimura, 2007, p. 89). The substitution can change the word so much that it becomes 
unintelligible to NSs. In my experience, many Japanese people believe that loan words are 
understood by NSs and often show surprise when they are not. In line 7 there is one such word - 
‘coffee’. Instead of /ˈkɒfɪ/, student A pronounces the word /ˈkɒhi/. The labio-dental fricative /f/ does 
not exist in Japanese and is sounded with a /h/ （Thompson, 2011, p. 298).
5.2 Consonants
There are 24 consonant phonemes in English which are described depending on the following 
factors: i） the point and manner of articulation, and ii） whether the vocal cords vibrate when the 
phoneme is produced （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 42). Consonants are produced by expelled air 
from the lungs which is restricted by the articulators. There are six categories that describe the 
manner of articulation: plosive, affricate, fricative, nasal, lateral and approximate （Kelly, 2012, 
p.47). I will now present some areas where the speakers had difficulty.
5.2.1 /θ/ and /ð/ 
/θ/ and /ð/ do not exist in Japanese and can pose problems for English learners （Thompson, 
2011, p. 298）. They are often substituted with /s/ and /z/ respectively. In the recording, there is 
evidence of this in line 2 - student B pronounces ‘thanks’ as /sæŋks/ instead of /θæŋks/. Also in line 
2, student B pronounces ‘the’ as /zæ/ instead of /ðə/. The same student goes on to use /θ/ correctly 
in the production of ‘think’ in line 6. Perhaps the mistakes were due to being slightly unsettled at the 
start of the recording. This could be confirmed with more research.
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5.2.2 /l/ and /r/
The alveolar lateral /l/ and the palato-alveolar approximant /r/ do not exist in Japanese phonology. 
They are often confused in both production and perception and are interpreted as an alveolar tap 
（Rogerson-Revell, 2017, pp. 281-283). Mueller’s （2019） research into which sounds English 
learners find difficult highlighted the difficulty in differentiating between /l/ and /r/. This may result 
in words like ‘lip’ and ‘light’ sounding like ‘rip’ and ‘right’. There is evidence of this in line 2 where 
student B pronounces ‘delay’ as /dɪˈreɪ/ instead of /dɪˈleɪ/. Another example is found in line 5 where 
student A pronounces ‘hot chocolate’ /hɒt ˈtʃɒkɒret/ instead of /hɒt ˈtʃɒklət/. These examples show 
the influence of the L1 on English acquisition. 
5.2.3 /v/ and /b/ 
The production of the labiodental fricative /v/ can be difficult for English learners as it does not 
exist in Japanese. The sound is often mistaken for the bilabial plosive /b/ （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, 
p. 282). In the recording the students do not exhibit any clear mistakes when sounding /v/ in such 
words as ‘have’ （line 4） and ‘of’ （line 2).
6. Suprasegmental features
Besides segmental phonology, another important aspect of speech is suprasegmental phonology. 
This section analyses the dialogue looking at weak and full forms, stress and rhythm, and 
intonation.
6.1 Weak and full forms
In English, around 50 words have a weak and full form. Such words are also known as function 
words and play an important role in sentence structure （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 160). They 
include pronouns, determiners, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions and prepositions. An example is ‘have’ 
（full form - /hæv/, weak form - /əv/ or /v/） （Kelly, 2012, p. 74). Although the full form of function 
words can be used in situations such as formal speeches, the weak form is much more common in 
conversation （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p.160). Many NNSs tend to use the full form of function 
words when speaking - which is acceptable and in my experience does not hinder intelligibility - 
but it can sound mechanical and unnatural. The learner should be made aware of these points and 
emphasis should first be placed on the perception of weak forms in conversation so that 
comprehension is maintained. 
Comparing the recorded dialogue to the RP transcription reveals the absence of schwa and 
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characteristics of natural connected speech. Consider the following example by student B in line 2; 
/ʊel æˈpa:t frɒm æ bɪt ɒv æ dɪˈreɪ/, compared to the NS equivalent of /wel əˈpa:ʔ frɒmə bɪtəvə 
dɪˈleɪ/. Another characteristic of connected speech missing from the recorded dialogue is the elision 
of /h/ in function words in medial or final position （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 167). In line 7, 
student A pronounces ‘I’ll just have a coffee’ as /aɪl dʒst hæv æ ˈkɒhi:/ instead of /aɪl dʒʌst （h）ævə 
ˈkɒfi/. The absence of weak forms throughout the recording may be due to the students wanting to 
speak each word clearly, influence of their L1, and/or a lack of knowledge of how to use weak 
forms. This could be confirmed with further research.
6.2 Stress and rhythm
English is described as a ‘stress-timed’ language with the syllable playing an important role 
（Kondo, 2009, p. 105). Within a sentence, content words are usually stressed and function words 
are usually weakened. Stressed syllables are prominent because they have full vowels, whereas 
unstressed syllables are not as they have reduced vowels （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, pp. 138-149）. 
Conversely, Japanese is described as a mora-timed language （Hamada, 2017, p. 3）, in which each 
mora bears the same length of time （Tsujimura, 2007, p.60） and has equal syllable stress 
（Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 283). Evidence of this can be heard throughout the recording - for 
example lines 4 and 6 - in which both students try to give equal stress to each syllable - a clear 
example of L1 interference. 
Another aspect of the recording that stands out as unnatural is the lack of pauses. The most 
notable examples are student B’s failure to add a pause between the words ‘thanks’ and ‘well’ in line 
2 and between the words ‘fine’ and ‘anyway’ in line 4. This could be due to a lack of knowledge 
regarding pauses in speech or a result of the dialogue being read out instead of spoken naturally.
Although both students use contractions in the recording, for example ‘I’ll’ （student B, line 6）, 
neither student demonstrated elision or linking. In fluent L1 speech, groups of words such as ‘a bit 
of a’ （line 2）, ‘have a’ （line 7） and ‘in a’ （line 8） are often linked together to ‘enhance the flow of 
speech’ （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 169）.
6.2.1 Linking /w/ and linking /r/ 
Linking /w/ and linking /r/ occur in connected speech to ‘ease the transition to a following vowel 
sound’ （Kelly, 2012, p. 112). In line 3, student A does not use a linking /r/ to join ‘your’ and 
‘appointment’, voicing the words separately as /jɔ: æˈpɔɪntɒˌment/ instead of /jɔ: rəˈpɔɪnʔˌmənt/. 
Linking /w/ is also absent from the recording. In line 4, student B pronounces ‘No it was fine’ as /
nəʊ ɪtɒ wɒz faɪn/ instead of the more natural sounding /nəʊwɪʔ wəz faɪn/. Another example is in 
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line 6, here student B voices ‘I’ll go and order’ as /aɪl gəʊ æn ˈɔ:də/ instead of /aɪl gəʊwən ˈɔ:də/. 
6.2.2 The glottal stop 
Additionally, in connected speech one would expect to hear the glottal stop. This is a plosive 
caused by a closing of the vocal cords which ‘replaces the voiceless alveolar plosive /t/ when it is 
followed by a stressed vowel’ （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 102). There are two examples of this in 
line 2; ‘Great thanks’ /greɪʔ θæŋks/, and ‘apart from’ /əˈpa:ʔ frɒm/. In the recording, however, the 
students failed to produce the glottal stop. This, along with the absence of weak forms - elision and 
linking, are factors which make the recording stand out as different from the RP model. Such 
aspects of connected speech can be practiced through consciousness raising, exposure to authentic 
examples and practice - greatly enhancing the learner’s spoken English （Kelly, 2012).
6.3 Intonation
Intonation refers to the rise and fall of the voice when speaking. It plays an important role in how 
speakers communicate （Kelly, 2012, p. 86), fulfilling ‘many overlapping functions including 
attitudinal, grammatical, discursive and pragmatic’ （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 179). Connected 
speech is divided into thought groups in which some syllables are more prominent than others. The 
most prominent syllable is called the tonic and carries important information depending on the tone 
used when spoken （Rogerson-Revell, 2017, p. 181). Appendix B shows the intonation patterns 
typical of NSs.
The existence of some universals between English and Japanese is a good starting point from 
which to teach intonation. English and Japanese are similar in that a rising tone indicates a new 
topic of conversation whilst a falling tone signals the end of one. Genuine wh- and yes-no questions 
in Japanese tend to have rising intonation on the sentence-final question particle （Thompson, 2011, 
p. 299), and by far the most common intonation pattern of both languages is the fall （Quirk et al, 
1985, p. 1602). 
To analyse the use of intonation in the recording I will look at questions, statements and discourse 
markers.
The statements in the recording are executed with falling intonation and sound correct. The wh-
questions in the recording were also correctly executed with falling intonation. Both students voiced 
the discourse markers ‘well’, ‘anyway’ and ‘actually’ with level intonation, but they should be 
produced with a fall or fall rise as they represent a shift in viewpoint （Beaken, 2011).
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7. Pedagogical implications
In this section I present some ideas on how to improve the learner ’s segmental and 
suprasegmental phonology, and discuss a suitable goal for Japanese English learners.
Segmental phonology is important because of the differences between English and Japanese. One 
way to improve this aspect of phonology is by using the articulatory approach. Noguchi （2014） 
suggests raising awareness of the role muscles and articulators play in the formation of different 
sounds, and recommends doing exercises taken from drama techniques to help develop the muscles 
needed to form different sounds. A potential problem with this, is that many Japanese students are 
shy and self-conscious, and may be reluctant to practice such exercises in class （Thompson, 2011, 
p. 309). A possible workaround could be to put the students into small groups or assign the 
exercises as homework. Due to time restrictions in class, Mueller （2019, p. 6） suggests focussing 
on phonemes that are known to cause difficulty for Japanese learners first. 
Another approach to improve pronunciation is high variability phonetic training. This method 
intensively exposes the learner to natural speech resulting in ‘significant gains’ （Logan, Lively, and 
Pisoni, 1991, in Mueller, 2019, p. 7). In my experience, listen and repeat exercises are quite 
effective. After getting the learners to repeat the lesson’s vocabulary, I ask the students to try and 
count the number of syllables in each word, after which, word stress is illustrated. All this is 
reviewed before I practice listen and repeat with word combinations showing how words can 
change in connected speech. 
Teaching suprasegmental phonology is also important as Japanese is a mora-timed language. 
After introducing the topic of sentence stress, teachers can illustrate how it works by writing 
sentences on the board and asking the students to pick out the important words. Haycraft （1992, pp. 
57-72） suggests training the learners through a variety of activities such as the contradiction 
principle whereby false questions are asked （even though the real answer is known） to provoke an 
answer e.g. A: ‘Did he go to America?’ B: ‘No, he went to Africa.’ （Haycraft, 1992, p. 61).
7.1 A realistic goal
Although native-like pronunciation is an attractive goal, it is not realistic for most learners （Uchida 
and Sugimoto, 2020). A more realistic goal of intelligible communication should be the aim. An ideal 
model to achieve this goal is the Lingua Franca Core （LFC） （Jenkins, 2000). The LFC focuses on 
the important sounds in English, the contrast between long and short vowels, stress on the most 
important words, and contexts in which the interlocutors are NNSs. Streamlining what is to be taught 




There are several limitations to this study. Firstly, the recording took place in a classroom and 
used a basic recording device. Ideally the recording should take place in a room used specifically 
for recording with more suitable recording equipment. Secondly, the study only focussed on two 
participants. In a future study it would be more beneficial to increase the number of participants to 
determine whether the patterns observed in this study are true in a larger sample size. Lastly, and 
related to the first limitation, the interpretation of the spoken dialogue has a certain level of 
subjectivity. Another researcher may record slightly different sounds and/or interpret the intonation 
patterns of the dialogue differently. Increasing the number of analysts involved in the interpretation 
stage could help in this regard. 
9. Conclusion
The participants in the recorded dialogue represent typical students who have graduated from the 
state education system. Comparing the dialogue with the RP model has highlighted some important 
differences. These differences include a tendency to use full forms over weak forms, the inability to 
sound phonemes such as /l/ and a deficiency in knowledge of the suprasegmental aspects of English. 
Deficiencies like these, along with the need to establish clearer, more realistic English education 
goals must be addressed in order to improve the level of English ability in Japan. 
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11. Appendix A: The dialogue with Received Pronunciation transcription
Note - The dialogue is taken from the University of Leicester’s Applied Linguistics masters 
programme
RP: Received Pronunciation. R: the recording
Line 1: Hi how was your trip yesterday?
RP : haɪ // haʊ wəz jə trɪp ˈjestəˌdeɪ //
R: haɪ // haʊ wɒz jɔ: tɒrɪp ˈjestəˌdeɪ //
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Line 2: Great thanks. Well, apart from a bit of a delay on the Manchester train.
RP: greɪʔ θæŋks // wel // əˈpa:ʔ frɒm əbɪtəvə dɪˈleɪ // ɒn ðə ˈmænˌtʃestə treɪn //
R: greɪt θænks // ʊel æˈpa:t frɒm æ bɪt ɒv æ dɪˈreɪ // ɒn zæ ˈmænˌtʃestə tɒreɪn //
Line 3: Well I hope it didn’t make you late for your appointment?
RP: wel // aɪ həʊpɪʔ ˈdɪdnt meɪk ju: leɪʔ // fə jɔ: rəˈpɔɪn（t）ˌmənt //
R: ʊel // aɪ haʊ ɪt ˈdɪdnt meɪkʊ ju: leɪt // fɔ: jɔ: æˈpɔɪntɒˌment //
Line 4: No. it was fine. Anyway, what should we have to drink?
RP: nəʊwɪʔ wəz faɪn // ˈeniˌweɪ // wɒt ʃʊd wi: hæv tə drɪŋk //
R: nəʊ ɪtɒ wɒz faɪn // ˈeni:ˌweɪ // wɒt ʃʊdɒ wi: hæv tu: dɒrɪŋk //
Line 5: I quite fancy a hot chocolate. What about you?
RP:  aɪ kwaɪʔ ˈfænsi: ə hɒʔ ˈtʃɒklət // wɒt əˈbaʊʔ ju: //
R: aɪ kwaɪk ˈfænʃi: æ hɒt ˈtʃɒkɒret // ʊot æˈbaʊt ju: //
Line 6: Mm I think I’ll have green tea. I’ll go and order, shall I?
RP: mm // aɪ θɪŋk aɪl hæv gri:n ti: // aɪl gəʊwən ˈɔ:də ʃæl aɪ //
R: m // aɪ θɪŋk aɪl hæv gri:n ti: // aɪl gəʊ æn ˈɔ:də ʃæl aɪ //
Line 7: Thanks. Actually, I think I’ll just have a coffee instead.
RP: θæŋks // ˈæktʃuəli // aɪ θɪŋk aɪl dʒʌst （h）ævə ˈkɒfi ɪnˈsted //
R: θŋks // ˈæktʃæli: // aɪ θŋk aɪl dʒst hæv æ ˈkɒhi: ɪŋˈsted //
Line 8: Sure, no problem, I’ll be back in a minute.
RP:  ʃʊə // nəʊ ˈprɒbləm // aɪl bi: bæk ɪnə ˈmɪnɪt //
R: ʃʊæ // nɔ: ˈprɒlem // aɪl bi: bæk ɪn æ ˈmɪnɪt //
12. Appendix B - intonation patterns typical of native speakers
Stressed syllables are capitalised and the tonal units are marked //
Intonation symbols:  low rise = / low fall = \ fall rise = 
V
Line 1: / HI // how was your trip \ YESTerday //
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Line 2: Great THANKS // \ WELL // apart from a bit of a de \LAY // on the \ MANchester train //
Line 3: V WELL // I hope it didn’t make you \ LATE // for your a \ PPOINTment //
Line 4: No it was \ FINE // VANYway // what should we have to \ DRINK //
Line 5: I quite fancy a hot \ CHOCOlate // What about \ YOU //
Line 6: / MM // I think I’ll have green \ TEA // I’ll go and order, shall / I //
Line 7: \ THANKS // VACtually // I think I’ll just have a \ COffee instead //
Line 8: \ SURE // no \ PROBlem // I’ll be back in a \ MINute //
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